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Abstra t

We analyze the se urity of di erent versions of the adapted RSA-PSS
signature s heme, in luding s hemes with variable salt lengths and message re overy. We also examine a variant with Rabin-Williams (RW) as
the underlying veri ation primitive. Our on lusion is that the se urity of RSA-PSS and RW-PSS in the random ora le model an be tightly
related to the hardness of inverting the underlying RSA and RW primitives, at least if the PSS salt length is reasonably large. Our se urity
proofs are based on already existing work by Bellare and Rogaway [3℄ and
by Coron [10℄, who examined signature s hemes based on the original PSS
en oding method.
Keywords: digital signatures, fa toring, publi -key ryptography, RSA.

1 Introdu tion
A widely employed pro edure for digitally signing a message is to en ode the
message into an element in the image of a one-way trapdoor fun tion (e.g., the
RSA en ryption fun tion [32℄; see Se tion 4.1) before applying the inverse of the
trapdoor fun tion (e.g., the RSA de ryption fun tion) to the element. During
the years, quite a few su h en oding methods have been proposed, in luding the
popular method used in the RSA-based signature s heme de ned in PKCS #1
v1.5 [33℄. While this s heme has remained unbroken, its se urity is based on ad
ho assumptions and annot be expressed in terms of the hardness of inverting
the RSA en ryption fun tion. This has the e e t that we annot ex lude the
possibility that an atta ker knows how to eÆ iently forge signatures without
being able to invert the RSA en ryption fun tion.
To address this on ern, Bellare and Rogaway [3℄ introdu ed the PSS en oding
method in 1996. Combined with the RSA or the Rabin [31℄ one-way trapdoor
fun tions, PSS provides provable se urity. Spe i ally, Bellare and Rogaway
were able to demonstrate that the exa t se urity of the ombinations RSAPSS and Rabin-PSS an be expressed in terms of the hardness of inverting the
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underlying RSA and Rabin trapdoor fun tions. The se urity proofs take pla e
in the random ora le model (hash fun tions are treated as \ideal"). Coron
[9, 10℄ analyzed RSA-PSS further and improved the se urity proof for small salt
lengths; PSS uses a salt (a random bit string) when en oding messages to be
signed. The 1996 version of PSS is spe i ed in Se tion 5.1.
A slightly modi ed version of PSS is suitable also in ombination with the
Rabin-Williams (RW) algorithm [19, 20℄, whi h is an adapted version of the
Rabin algorithm [31℄ and based on work by Williams [39℄; see Se tion 4.2. A
rigorous se urity proof however has not been published for this ombination.
During the pro ess of adopting PSS into the IEEE P1363a [18℄ standards e ort,
ertain adaptations to the original version of PSS were made by Bellare and
Rogaway [4℄ and also by Burt Kaliski (the editor of IEEE P1363a) to fa ilitate
implementation and integration into existing proto ols. The adapted version
is intended to be used in ombination with RSA or RW. See Se tion 5.2 for a
des ription of the new PSS en oding method and rationale for the modi ations.
Our purpose is to examine the se urity of signature s hemes based on the
adapted PSS en oding method. Our ontributions an be summarized as follows.
 We verify that the adaptations are sound. However minor a modi ation
may appear to be, without a areful analysis of the e e ts of the modiation, one annot be ompletely sure that there are no undesired side
e e ts. We provide that analysis here. Our se urity proof for RSA-PSS is
based on Coron's proof in [10℄.







We analyze di erent variants of RSA-PSS and RW-PSS, in luding s hemes
with variable PSS salt length and s hemes with message re overy.
We give a se urity proof for RW-PSS based on the se urity proof for RSAPSS. While the Rabin-PSS se urity proof in [3℄ was ompletely straightforward in terms of the RSA-PSS se urity proof, the somewhat omplex
theory behind the RW primitive requires a more thorough additional analysis. On the other hand, the areful design of RW-PSS allows for tighter
se urity bounds than those for Rabin-PSS in [3℄.
We introdu e an improved signature sampling method ompared to the
method used in [3, 10℄. The method applies to both the new and the original version of PSS. While the improvement makes no di eren e asymptoti ally, it still adds a few bits of provable se urity, whi h might be of
importan e in parti ular ases. See Se tion 8 for details.

As in [3, 9, 10℄, our se urity proofs take pla e in the random ora le model, i.e.,
hash fun tions are assumed to produ e random and unpredi table outputs for
any given input. See the on luding dis ussion in Se tion 13 for some omments.

1.1 Related work
Over the years, plenty of signature s hemes have been proposed. It is beyond
the s ope of this paper to give a omplete histori al overview; we will restri t
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our attention to some of the more important s hemes of today together with a
few interesting re ent inventions.
Traditionally, asymmetri signature and en ryption s hemes have been based on
a presumably hard number-theoreti problem. Probably the two most exploited
problems are the fa toring problem and the dis rete logarithm problem.
RSA and RW are examples of primitives based on the fa toring problem (though
inverting RSA is not known to be equivalent to fa toring the underlying modulus). There are several signature s hemes based on the RSA algorithm; see
[21℄ for further dis ussion. The ACE signature s heme [37℄ is a s heme with
a primitive based on a hard problem similar to the RSA problem. While less
eÆ ient than RSA-PSS, ACE has the advantage of being provably se ure in a
standard model (i.e., without the random ora le assumption on the underlying
hash fun tions). Yet, the se urity redu tion for ACE, with or without the random ora le assumption, is not as tight as the redu tion provided for RSA-PSS
in this paper. Gennaro, Halevi, and Rabin [12℄ has introdu ed a very simple
signature s heme with a se urity proof in the standard model of approximately
the same strength as the one for ACE. ESIGN [11℄ is another signature s heme
with a similar underlying hard problem. ESIGN is provably se ure in the random ora le model and is signi antly faster than RSA-PSS and RW-PSS. Yet,
the redu tion in the se urity proof is not tight and the underlying hard problem
might be easier to solve than inverting RSA. ESIGN is spe i ed in Draft 9 of
IEEE P1363a [18℄. Finally, we mention the GQ1 and GQ2 s hemes [14℄, whi h
are based on zero-knowledge identi ation s hemes.
The dis rete logarithm problem is to solve equations of the form ax = b in x,
where a and b are elements in a nite group. IEEE Std 1363-2000 [17℄ in ludes
several s hemes with ryptographi primitives based on this problem. In DSA
[1℄ the underlying group is a subgroup of the multipli ative group of integers
modulo a prime p, whereas in ECDSA [2℄ the group is a subgroup of an ellipti
urve group over a nite eld. The exa t se urity of ECDSA is analyzed in [7℄.
Based on work by Nyberg and Rueppel [26℄, variants of DSA and ECDSA have
been introdu ed and standardized within the P1363 e ort. Further variants,
in luding the Pintsov-Vanstone s heme based on work in [30℄, are in luded in
Draft 9 of IEEE P1363a [17℄. The se urity of the Pintsov-Vanstone s heme
is analyzed in [8℄. Another s heme worth mentioning is the Korean KCDSA
s heme [22℄, whi h is equipped with a se urity proof.
Among other hard problems that have been exploited for ryptographi purposes, we mention solving multivariate quadrati (MQ) equations over a eld
and nding small ve tors in latti es of large dimensions. Examples of s hemes
based on the rst problem are FLASH, QUARTZ, and SFLASH [27, 28, 29℄,
while NSS [15, 16℄ is a new s heme based on the se ond problem. Given that
these s hemes were introdu ed most re ently, some teething troubles might be
expe ted. Indeed, two early versions of the NSS s heme have been broken
[23, 13℄. In addition, it seems unlikely that exa t se urity proofs an be provided for any of these s hemes or lose variants thereof. Namely, they are not
designed with su h an exa t se urity goal in mind.
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2 Notation
Components of the signature s hemes

E
f
f 1
g
H
h
M
N
r
r
w
x
y
';

Appended string (e.g. b or ), third part of y .
Veri ation primitive (e.g. RSA).
Signature primitive.
Fun tion (for mask generation).
Hash h(M ) of message M .
Fun tion (for message hashing).
Message to be signed.
Modulus, an integer.
Random salt.
First part of y .
Output from h, se ond part of y .
Output from signature primitive.
Input to signature primitive.
Simple padding fun tions.

S heme parameters

k
kE
kh
kg
kr
Ksig
Kver
u

Bit length of modulus.
Bit length of appended string E .
Bit length of h fun tion output.
Bit length of g fun tion output.
Bit length of salt.
Set of salt lengths a epted by the signer.
Set of salt lengths a epted by the veri er.
Length of padding string in input to h in RSA-PSS2000.

Se urity model parameters

(q; l)

qhash
qsig
0 ; : : : 

1

Mis ellaneous

g d(a,b)
l m(a,b)

bx
dxe
X kY
X Y
jX j
sRS

0l
f0; 1gl
f0; 1gL

Collision probability among q uniformly random and
independent bit strings of length l.
Number of h- and g -ora le queries.
Number of signing queries.
\Dependen e number" between h and g (see Se tion 7).
Used in the onstru tion of g when g is de ned in terms of h.

Greatest ommon divisor of the two integers a and b.
Least ommon multiple of the two integers a and b.
The real number x rounded down to the losest integer.
The real number x rounded up to the losest integer.
Con atenation of bit strings X and Y .
Bitwise ex lusive-or of bit strings X and Y .
Bit length of the string X .
s is hosen uniformly at random from the nite set S .
String of 0 bits of length l.
The set of bit
strings of length l.
S
The union l2L f0; 1gl (L is a set).
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onstru tion

In this se tion we give an overview of the basi onstru tion on whi h the different proposed variants of RSA-PSS and RW-PSS are based. RSA and RW are
des ribed in Se tion 4; the di erent PSS variants are spe i ed in Se tion 5.
We indi ated in previous se tion that the signature s hemes to be analyzed in
this paper onsist of an en oding method and a ryptographi primitive. Formally, a (randomized) en oding method will in this paper onsist of an en oding
operation and a veri ation operation. The en oding operation takes a message
M , generates a random salt r, and outputs a string y = (M; r), where  is
a deterministi fun tion produ ing \random-looking" outputs from its two inputs. The string y has a veri able stru ture in that it is easy to verify whether
y = (M; r) for some r on e M and y are known. The veri ation operation
hen e takes a message M and a string y and he ks whether y = (M; r) for
some r; put  1 (M; y ) = 1 if this is the ase and  1 (M; y ) = 0 otherwise.
In a signature s heme with message re overy, the fun tion  has the property
that part of M an be easily re overed from (M; r). In this ase, the veri ation
operation is repla ed with a re overy operation, whi h outputs the re overed
message part in ase  1 (M; y ) = 1 and \error" otherwise.
The en oding method is ombined with a ryptographi primitive to form a
signature s heme. Ea h of the ryptographi primitives employed in this arti le
an be des ribed as a pair (f; f 1 ) of primitives { a veri ation primitive f and
a signature primitive f 1 satisfying f Æ f 1 (y ) = y for all valid y . S hemati ally,
the veri ation primitive f takes as input an element (e.g., an integer) x and
outputs another element y = f (x), while the signature primitive re overs x from
f (x). Anyone who knows the publi key an ompute f (x), but it is assumed
to be hard to ompute f 1 (y ) for a random y unless the private key is known.
The overall signature and veri ation pro edures are s hemati ally de ned as
follows. To sign a message M , generate a salt r and ompute x = f 1 ((M; r)).
To verify that x is a valid signature of M , he k that  1 (M; f (x)) = 1.

4 Cryptographi primitives
4.1 The RSA algorithm
The RSA algorithm is de ned in terms of an RSA key pair, whi h onsists of an
RSA publi key and an RSA private key. Ea h of these keys ontains a modulus
N , whi h is an integer of bit length k, where k is the se urity parameter. N is
the produ t of two1 randomly generated primes p and q . We do not give any
details about how to generate N as the on lusions of this paper do not depend
on the key generation method. See [35℄ for a method re ommended by RSA
Laboratories.
The publi key is the pair (N; e), where e
1 More



3 is an odd integer su h that

generally, N an be de ned to be the produ t of three or more distin t primes.
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g d(e; (p

1)(q

1)) = 1. The private key is (N; d), where d satis es

de  1 (mod l m(p 1; q 1)):
The RSA veri ation primitive f is de ned as

f (x) = xe mod N;
while the RSA signature primitive f

1

is de ned as

f 1 (y) = yd mod N ;
x and y are integers between 0 and N
for all y 2 ZN .

1. It is easily seen that f Æ f

1

(y ) = y

4.2 The RW algorithm
The RW algorithm is de ned in terms of an RW key pair. The RW publi key
onsists of a modulus N of bit length k and an even integer e  2. Here, N = pq ,
where p and q are primes satisfying p  3 (mod 8) and q  7 (mod 8), while e
is an even integer satisfying g d(e;  ) = 1, where  = l m(p 1; q 1)=2 (note
that  is odd). The RW private key onsists of N and an integer d satisfying

ed  1 (mod  ):
Again, we do not give any details about how to generate the key pair. One
suggestion is to use the method des ribed in [35℄ with a few minor modi ations
to meet the requirements above on p and q .


Let Na denote the Ja obi symbol of a with respe t to N . If N is a produ t
of two distin
t primes p and q and a 2 ZN = f0 < x < N : g d(x; N ) = 1g,

a
then N = +1 if either a is a quadrati residue modulo both primes or a is a
quadrati nonresidue modulo both primes; a being a quadrati residue modulo
an integer j means that the equation x2  a (mod j ) has an integer solution x.
The onditions on p and q make 2 a quadrati residue modulo q but not modulo
p, while 1 is a quadrati nonresidue modulo both primes. In parti ular, if
a 2 ZN we obtain


a
=
N





a
=
N



2a



N

=



2a

N



:

Moreover, exa tly one of the four numbers a; a; 2a; 2a is a quadrati residue
modulo N .
Any quadrati residue x modulo N satis es x  x (mod N ). Note that xed  x
(mod N ) if and only if x is a quadrati residue (otherwise xed  x (mod N )).
The signature primitive f 1 is de ned as follows. The element to be de rypted
must be an integer y su h that y  12 (mod 16). Let z be the unique quadrati
residue modulo N among the four integers y; N y; y=2 mod N; (N y=2) mod
N . We de ne

f 1 (y) = minfz d mod N; N



z d mod N g:
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Note that the Ja obi symbol f N(y) is always +1 (but f
a quadrati residue modulo N ).
1

1
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(y ) is not ne essarily

The veri ation primitive f is de ned as follows. Let x be the integer to be
veri ed. Put

w = xe mod N:
f (x) is de ned to be the unique element y in the set

fw; N w; 2w mod N; (N

2w) mod N g

satisfying y  12 (mod 16). If the set ontains no su h y , then f (x) is not
e dened. Note that if x = f 1 (y ) and z is de ned as above, then w = z d mod
N = z (e is even), whi h implies that f (f 1(y)) = y whenever y 2 ZN and
y  12 (mod 16).
The hoi e of 12 as the value of the last nibble l of f (x) is quite arbitrary. In fa t,
any integer in the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g would be a ne hoi e for l, though
even numbers are preferable for pra ti al reasons. A proof of this fa t is as follows.
Suppose that the set
S

= fw; N

w;

2w mod N; (N

2w) mod N g

ontains two elements that are ongruent to l modulo 16. Put v = w mod 16 and let
2 f0; 1g satisfy N  5 + 8k (mod 16). Redu ing the integers in S modulo 16, we
obtain the four integers

k

x3

2

v

v ;
5 + 8k ;

x1

or 2v

x2
x4

5+8
5 2

k

v

v;
+ 8k or 10

2v ;

 2v if and only if x4  5 2v + 8k. x1 and x2 are never ongruent to ea h other
modulo 16 (one is odd and one is even), neither are x3 and x4 . x1 and x3 are ongruent
only if either v  2v or v  2v 5 + 8k, whi h is true only if x1 2 f0; 5; 13g. x1 and
x4 are ongruent only if either v  5
2v + 8k or v  10 2v , whi h is true only if
x1 2 f7; 15; 14g. By symmetry, the dis ussion for x2 is analogous. The on lusion is
that if two numbers are ongruent modulo 16, then they are ongruent to an element
in the set f0; 5; 7; 13; 14; 15g.

x3

In ase one required that y  l modulo 8 rather than 16, only l = 1; 2; 3; 4 would be
ne, whi h indi ates that maybe 2; 4; 10, and 12 are better hoi es for l modulo 16
than 6 and 8.

5 Original PSS proposal and revisions
As mentioned in the Introdu tion, several variants of the PSS en oding method
have been proposed. The purpose of this se tion is to present the two most important variants, the original version in [3℄ and the adapted version as spe i ed
in Draft 9 of IEEE P1363a [18℄. To distinguish between the two versions, we
will refer to the original version in [3℄ as PSS96 and to the adapted version in
[18℄ as PSS2000.
PSS96 and PSS2000 are both en oding methods as de ned in Se tion 3, transforming a message to be signed into an en oded message via two fun tions h and
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g. If g and h are viewed as random ora les, then the en oded message, viewed
as a random variable, is uniformly distributed among the set of valid en oded
messages and is independent of the original message.

5.1 Original proposal
PSS96 onsists of an en oding operation PSS96-En ode and a veri ation
operation PSS96-Verify and is parameterized by two positive integers kr and
kh satisfying kr + kh  k 1, where k is the length of the modulus. kr is the
bit length of the salt, a random element generated during en oding. PSS96 is
based on intera tions between two fun tions, a fun tion

h : f0; 1g ! f0; 1gkh
and a fun tion

g : f0; 1gkh ! f0; 1gkg ;
where kg = k 1 kh . The output from the fun tion g \masks" the salt in
the en oded message; for this reason g is often (e.g., in [18℄) referred to as a
mask generation fun tion. We will not adopt this terminology in this paper.
Instead, we will refer to both g and h as hash fun tions. However, whenever we
are talking about the hash of a spe i string m, we will always mean h(m).
For a nite set S , let s R S mean that the element s is hosen uniformly
at random from S . The PSS96 en oding and veri ation operations run as
follows.2

M)

PSS96-En ode(

{
{
{
{

r
w
r

R

f0; 1gkr ;

h(M kr);
g(w)  (0kg kr kr);
Return y = 0kr kw.

M; y)
Write y = bkr kw (jbj = 1, jr j = kg and jwj = kh );
If b = 1, then return 0 and exit.
Write g (w)  r = kr (j j = kg kr and jrj = kr );
If h(M kr) = w and = 0kg kr
then return 1
else return 0.

PSS96-Verify (

{
{
{
{

The full signature operation RSA-PSS96-Sign takes a message M , omputes
PSS96-En ode(M ), and returns x = f 1 (y ), where f denotes the RSA
veri ation (en ryption) primitive. The veri ation operation RSA-PSS96Sign takes a message M and a signature x, omputes y = f (x), and veri es the
result by applying PSS96-Verify to (M; y ).

y=

2 A few editorial modi ations have been made to fa ilitate omparisons with the PSS2000
operations introdu ed in Se tion 5.2.
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5.2 New proposal
The en oding operation PSS2000 is based on PSS96. It is in luded in the drafts
of IEEE P1363a [18℄ and PKCS #1 v2.1 [34℄ and was submitted to the NESSIE
[35℄ and the Japan CRYPTREC [36℄ proje ts. The new features of PSS2000
ompared to PSS96 are as follows:



Instead of omputing the hash of M kr, one omputes the hash of M alone
and, in the subsequent step, omputes the hash of 0u kh(M )kr, where u is
an integer (u = 64 in urrent spe i ations). This modi ation is mathemati ally equivalent to repla ing M with 0u kh(M ) as input to PSS96En ode. The string 0u may seem to make little sense; its rationale is for
ompatibility with the orresponding en oding operation giving message
re overy; see Se tion 11.



The en oded message in PSS2000 has either nine or seventeen xed bits,
whereas only the rst bit is xed in the original s heme. In PSS2000,
the rst bit is 0 and the last eight bits have hexade imal value b or ;
in ase the value is , the next to last eight bits form a hash identi er.
The rationale for the extra xed bits is for ompatibility with the RabinWilliams IFSP-RW signature primitive in IEEE Std 1363-2000 [17℄ and the
orresponding primitive in the draft ISO/IEC 9796-2 [20℄; see Se tion 4.2.
This modi ation is equivalent to repla ing the output y with y kb and
rede ning kg as k 1 kh 8 (whi h means that g is modi ed as well,
returning strings of length k 1 kh 8 rather than k 1 kh ).



There is a minor revision of the padding in r pre eding the seed r; r is
de ned as g (w)  (0kg kr 1 k1kr). The 1 delimiter is of importan e in the
more general RSA-PSS-R s heme giving message re overy; see Se tion 11.
Note that the sender and the re eiver do not need to agree on the length
of the salt in advan e; the length is easily derived from r  g (w). This is
no loss of se urity; our se urity proof will show that it is hard to forge a
signature with a salt length that is not supported by the signer. However,
in pra ti e it is typi ally assumed that the re eiver does know the length
of the salt (if only for omplian e with RSA-PSS-R).

We mention that this paper does not onsider the role of the hash identi er,
neither does it deal with the issue of hash substitution atta ks in ases where
there is no hash identi er in luded in the signature.
Let PSS2000 denote the modi ed version of PSS96 a ording to the above adaptations; PSS2000 onsists of an en oding operation PSS2000-En ode and a
veri ation operation PSS2000-Verify. We will nd it onvenient to onsider the hash H = h(M ) of M rather than M itself as input to the operations.
Namely, we will make this de omposition in the se urity model. Let E be a xed
bit string of length kE , where kE is an integer su h that kr + kh + kE  k 1.
In pra ti e, E is either the string b = 10111100 or the string HID k , where
HID is a hash identi er o tet; thus kE = 8 or 16. Let notation be the same as
for the RSA-PSS96 s heme, ex ept that kg is de ned to be k 1 kh kE .
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H)

PSS2000-En ode(

{
{
{
{

r
w
r

R

f0; 1gkr ;
h(0u kH kr);
g(w)  (0kg kr

1

k1kr);

Return y = 0kr kwkE .

H; y)
Write y = bkr kwkE 0 (jbj = 1, jr j = kg , jwj = kh , and jE 0 j = kE );
If b = 1 or E 6= E 0 , then return 0 and exit.
Write g (w)  r = kr (j j = kg kr and jrj = kr );
If h(0u kH kr) = w and = 0kg kr 1 k1
then return 1
else return 0.
The full signature operation RSA-PSS2000-Sign takes a message M , omputes
H = h(M ) and y = PSS2000-En ode(H ), and returns x = f 1 (y).
PSS2000-Verify (

{
{
{
{

6 A generalized s heme
Our goal is to analyze the se urity of RSA-PSS2000 from di erent aspe ts. To
make the dis ussion as general as possible, we introdu e an en oding operation
GenPSS-En ode in luding PSS2000-En ode as a spe ial ase. Instead of
having a xed salt length, we allow salt lengths to be pi ked from a nonempty
set Ksig of positive integers. Similarly, the veri ation operation GenPSSVerify a epts salt lengths from a nonempty set Kver (whi h might be equal
to Ksig ). In this manner we may study the following two ases:



The forger tries to onstru t a signature with a salt length not supported
by the signer. This orresponds to the ase where Kver n Ksig is nonempty.



The forger tries to onstru t a signature with a spe i salt length among
several salt lengths supported by the signer. This orresponds to the ase
where Ksig n Kver is nonempty.

Put K = Ksig [ Kver .
ontains two simple padding operations, the operation transforming (H; r) into 0u kH kr and the operation transforming r into 0kg kr 1 k1kr.
To allow for minor adjustments of these operations and to simplify notation, we
introdu e two inje tive fun tions

PSS2000-En ode

' : f0; 1gkh  f0; 1gK ! f0; 1g
and
: f0; 1gK

! f0; 1gkg :

' takes inputs of the form (H; r) (a hash value and a salt), and takes inputs
of the form r (a salt). We assume that ; ' are straightforward to invert, that
is, r is easy to extra t unambiguously from (r), and similarly for '.
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6.1 De nition of RSA-GENPSS
Let notation be the same as for PSS2000-En ode. The input parameters to
GenPSS-En ode are a string H of length kh and the desired salt length k0
hosen from the set Ksig .

H; k0 )
r R f0; 1gk0 ;
w h('(H; r));
r g(w)  (r);
Return y = 0kr kwkE .

GenPSS-En ode(

{
{
{
{

The input parameters to GenPSS-Verify are a string H of length kh , a string
y of length k 1, and a salt length k0 hosen from the set Kver.

H; y; k0 )
{ Write y = bkr kwkE 0 (jbj = 1, jr j = kg , jwj = kh , and jE 0 j = kE );
{ If b = 1 or E 6= E 0 , then return 0 and exit;
{ If possible, write g (w)  r = (r) with jrj = k0
else return 0 and exit;
{ If h('(H; r)) = w
then return 1
else return 0.
Our obje t is to de ne two signature s hemes based on the GenPSS en oding
method, one ordinary s heme RSA-GenPSS and one \redu ed" s heme RSAGenPSS-Redu ed. The ordinary s heme is a straightforward generalization
of RSA-PSS2000, whereas the redu ed s heme takes the hash value of the
message to be signed as input rather than the message itself. The reason for
introdu ing the redu ed s heme is that it enables us to give a se urity proof
for RSA-GenPSS in two steps. In the rst step we express the se urity of
RSA-GenPSS in terms of RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed. In the se ond step, we
translate the se urity proofs in [3, 10℄ for RSA-PSS96 into a proof for RSAGenPSS-Redu ed. Combining the two steps, we obtain a proof for the full
s heme RSA-GenPSS.
GenPSS-Verify (

Formally, we de ne RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed(Ksig ; Kver ) as follows. The input parameters to the signature operation RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed-Sign are
a string H of length kh and a salt length k0 .

H ,k0 )
{ y GenPSS-En ode(H; k0 );
{ x f 1 (y );
{ Return x.
The input parameters to the veri ation operation RSA-GenPSS-Redu
Verify are a string H of length kh , a signature x, and a salt length k0 .
RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed-Sign(

H ,x,k0 )
{ y f (x);
{ b GenPSS-Verify(H; y; k0 );
{ Return b.

RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed-Verify (

ed-
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The main signature and veri ation operations RSA-GenPSS-Sign and RSAGenPSS-Verify take a string M of arbitrary length as input rather than a
string H of length kh .
RSA-GenPSS-Sign(M ,k0 )
{ H h(M );
{ x RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed-Sign(H; k0 );
{ Return x.
RSA-GenPSS-Verify (M ,x,k0 )
{ H h(M );
{ b RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed-Verify(H; x; k0 );
{ Return b.

6.2 Se urity models
We want to de ne se urity models for RSA-GenPSS and RSA-GenPSSRedu ed. In ea h of these se urity models, a forger knows the publi key
and is given a ess to a signing ora le and two hash ora les simulating g and
h. The model has input parameters qsig , qhash , and t. The parameter qsig is the
upper bound on the number of queries to the signing ora le, while qhash is the
upper bound on the total number of queries to the hash ora les. Finally, t is an
upper bound on the omplexity (the sum of the time and the des ription size)
of the forger. Note that the model does not onsider storage. Yet, we will give
storage estimates whenever appropriate.
The goal for the forger is to onstru t a pair (M; x) su h that x is a valid
signature of M . Of ourse, x must not be the response to a signing query
with input M ; however, it may well be the response to a signing query with a
di erent input, and there might be other signing queries with input M (at least
if nonzero salt lengths are allowed). The signature s heme is (t; qsig ; qhash ; )se ure if there is no forger with omplexity t and su ess probability  making
at most qsig signing queries and qhash hash queries.
First, we de ne a se urity model for RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed. The forger
knows the publi key and is given a ess to a signing ora le and two independent
random ora les simulating g and h respe tively. A random ora le responds to
queries Q1 ; Q2 ; : : : with responses R1 ; R2 ; : : : su h that ea h Ri is uniformly
hosen at random from a xed set and independent from other responses, ex ept
that identi al queries result in identi al responses. To ompute h(x), the forger
sends x to the h-ora le; the ora le requires that x = '(H; r), where jH j = kh
and jrj 2 Ksig [ Kver . To ompute g (w), the forger sends w to the g -ora le; in
this ase the ora le requires that jwj = kh ).
Se ond, we de ne a se urity model for RSA-GenPSS. This model is similar to
the model for RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed; again we have a signing ora le and two
random ora les for g and h. The domain for the g -ora le is the same as before,
while the h-ora le a epts inputs of any length. Yet, this time there might be
dependen ies between the ora les. Namely, in urrent draft spe i ations of
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g(w) is de ned to be the kg = k 1 kh kE leading bits3 of
h(0 (w))kh(1 (w))kh(2 (w))k : : : :

(1)

Here, i (w) = wk(i)32 , where (i)32 is the 32-bit low-endian representation of
the integer i. In parti ular, there are intera tions between h and g . Su h
intera tions do not o ur in the redu ed s heme. Namely, in RSA-PSS2000
the length of '(H; r) is equal to u + kh + kr . Sin e u = 64, it is never the ase
that j'(H; r)j is equal to j1 (w)j = kh + 32.
We will assume that if a forger in the RSA-GenPSS s heme outputs a signature
(M; x), then the forger has sent all h- and g -ora le queries ne essary to verify
x. Readers who want to in lude the ase where this is not ne essarily true may
repla e qhash with qhash + 3 in all se urity bounds.4

6.3 Storage onsiderations
One important omponent of our se urity redu tions is a random ora le simulator, i.e., an algorithm simulating the random ora les. There is nothing that
prevents the forger from sending the same ora le query more than on e. In parti ular, sin e responses to queries that are identi al must be identi al as well,
the simulator must store the entire history of queries and responses. This might
be a problem, be ause inputs to h in RSA-GenPSS an be arbitrarily long. In
parti ular, the storage requirements for the simulator might be unattainable,
whereas the forger might have ertain means for re onstru ting earlier queries
without having to store them.
There are means to address this on ern. For example, one may use a deterministi fun tion hosen at random from a large set H as an instantiation of h for
long queries and use a random ora le instantiation of h only for short queries.
Given an appropriate assumption on the hardness of nding ollisions in a fun tion randomly hosen from H, we obtain a se urity redu tion with reasonable
bounds on the storage requirements for the simulator. However, the approa h
would require a few quite te hni al de nitions. Also, the probability that the
forger nds a ollision would now depend not only on the number of queries but
also on the running time and the storage apabilities of the forger. This would
overshadow the learness of an already quite omplex se urity redu tion.
What we may assume instead is that the running time for the forger to have all
her queries pro essed is linear in the total size in bits of the queries rather than
in the total number of queries. In this manner, the storage requirements of the
simulator are bounded from above by the running time of the forger. (Authors
tend to adopt the onvention that the running time to pro ess queries is a tually
0, but this onvention is inappropriate for our purposes and also unrealisti .)
3 More pre isely, to fa ilitate byte-oriented implementation, g (w ) is de ned as the leading
kg bits of the string obtained by rst trun ating the leading 8  d(kg + 1)=8e kg bits.
4 Typi ally, one assumes that q
30 and 260 , so
hash is a very large integer, say between 2

these extra queries will have no pra ti al e e t on the se urity bounds.
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7 Analysis of the hash onstru tion
In RSA-PSS2000, the message M is hashed in two steps to give an output
w; in the rst step M alone is hashed and in the se ond step h(M ) is hashed

together with the salt and some padding. In RSA-PSS96 there was only one
step. There are reasons to analyze the e e t this di eren e may have on the
se urity, whi h is roughly equivalent to studying the orresponding di eren e
between RSA-GenPSS and RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed.
Let notations be as introdu ed in the previous se tion. Let denote the number
of strings y su h that h(y ) is not independent from g (w) for a given w (in
the random ora le model); we assume that is the same for all w. To avoid
unne essary ompli ations, we assume that if h(y ) is not independent from g (w),
then the entirety of h(y ) is straightforward to extra t from g (w) (e.g., h(y ) is a
substring of g (w)). If g is de ned as in (1), then = d(k 1 kh ke )=kh e (if g
and h were independent, then would be 0). As before, let 0 (w); : : : ;  1 (w)
denote the strings su h that h(i (w)) is extra table from g (w). We assume
that w is straightforward to extra t from i (w). This is true in RSA-PSS2000;
i (w) = wk(i)32 .
Lemma 7.1 Given a forger F in the se urity model for RSA-GenPSS with
at most qsig signing queries and qhash h- and g -ora le queries, we an de ne a
forger Fred in the se urity model for RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed with at most qsig
signing queries and qhash + qsig h- and g -ora le queries. Fred is su essful if F
is su essful, unless there are h- ollisions among the values obtained via queries
to F 's h-ora le (in luding those made by F 's signing ora le). The number of
su h values is at most

qtot = maxf ; 1g  qhash + ( + 2)  qsig :

(2)

Remarks

1. In ase qhash is mu h longer than qsig (whi h is a natural assumption), the
number of h-values is approximately maxf ; 1g  qhash .

2. The running time for Fred is (negligibly larger than) the running time for
F plus the time needed to pro ess qsig hash queries.
Let F be a forger trying to onstru t a signature in the se urity model
We want to de ne a forger Fred in the se urity model for
RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed in terms of the forger F . For this purpose, Fred will
have to simulate F 's ora les.

Proof

for

RSA-GenPSS.

The g -ora le is easy to simulate, be ause the g -ora les in RSA-GenPSS and
RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed are identi al. The signing ora le is also easy to simulate. When F sends a query Q to her signing ora le, Fred simulates F 's h-ora le
in the manner des ribed below on the input Q, sends the resulting string H to
her own signing ora le, and obtains a signature x.
The h-ora le simulation is a little bit more intri ate to des ribe. Suppose
sends an h-ora le query Q. There are three possible ases:

F
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1. Q = i (w), where jwj = kh and i 2 f0; : : : ;
1g. This means that w is
a typi al g -ora le query in the redu ed model. Hen e Fred sends w to her
g-ora le and extra ts H = h(Q) from the response.

2. Q = '(H 0 ; r), where jH 0 j = kh and jrj 2 Ksig [ Kver . This means that Q
is a typi al h-ora le query in the redu ed model. In this ase Fred sends
Q to her h-ora le and re eives H = h(Q).

3. Q annot be transformed into a g - or h-ora le query in the redu ed model
(i.e., ases 1 and 2 do not apply). In this ase Fred generates a random
string H , unless Q is an old query, in whi h whi h ase H = h(Q) is
already de ned.
Fred returns the string H to F . Re all that ases 1 and 2 are assumed to have
di erent length queries; hen e the three ases are ex lusive.
The simulation of the signing ora le may require an extra qsig number of h-ora le
queries in RSA-GenPSS, whi h orresponds to at most qsig additional h- or
g-ora le queries in the redu ed s heme. In the big s heme, the number of queries
from F to the h-ora le (dire tly or via the g -ora le) is at most maxf ; 1g qhash .
In addition, there are at most ( + 2)  qsig queries from the signing ora le to
the h-ora le. This gives the formula (2).
In the end, F terminates and outputs (M; x). Fred outputs (H; x), where H =
h(M ); by assumption, she knows h(M ) (see the dis ussion at the end of previous
se tion). (H; x) will be a valid signature in the redu ed s heme if and only if
(M; x) is a valid signature in the full s heme. Fred will fail if and only if she has
asked for the signature of H or if F fails. The former is possible if and only if
F has asked for the signature of a message M 0 su h that h(M 0 ) = h(M ). This
is possible only if there is an h- ollision.


8 Analysis of the xed string E (b )
Re all that the output from PSS2000 always ends with a xed string. Having
parts of the en oded message xed is problemati from a theoreti al point of
view. Namely, ertain omponents of the se urity proofs involve generation of
random integers x su h that the rst bit of f (x) is 0 and f (x) ends with the
bit string E ; f is the RSA veri ation primitive. The longer E is, the more
appli ations of f are needed to nd an a eptable x by trial and error. The
purpose of this se tion is to address this on ern and to estimate the number
of appli ations of f needed to produ e a ertain number of strings with the
appropriate format.
Let Y be a subset of ZN = f0; 1; : : : ; N 1g. For example, Y might be the set
of all integers with a k -bit representation starting with a zero bit and ending
with a ertain string E ; k is the bit length of the modulus N . Let q be a
positive integer. We want to establish a bound on the time needed to generate
q uniformly random and independent elements from Y via f su h that the
probability of failure is negligible.
The method used in [3℄ and [9℄ is to abort the simulator whenever there are K
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onse utive failures (that is, elements x su h that f (x) 2= Y ) for some xed K .
However, this turns out to be far from the best possible approa h. Instead of
aborting as soon as we have K onse utive failed attempts, we ould ontinue
and instead abort when the total number of attempts during the omplete algorithm ex eeds a ertain mu h larger number T . An estimate of the probability
of at most q 1 su esses among T attempts an be obtained via normal approximation. However, we will make a simple dis rete approa h giving, basi ally, an
equivalent bound.
Lemma 8.1 Put




N p
p 2
(3)
k0  ln 2 + q :

jY j
Generate random independent integers z1 ; : : : ; zT 2 ZN . The probability that
fewer than q of the integers f (z1 ); : : : ; f (zT ) belong to Y is less than 2 k0 .
T=

hoi es of k0 and q (e.g., k0 = 160 and q = 260 ), the
p
Y j  T is approxiompared to q , whi h means that jN
0
mately q . In the previous approa h des ribed above, we would need, at the very
least,
For typi al
pk  ln 2 term
is small

Remark

jY j T=q  2



k0 =) jY j  T  q  k  ln 2;
0
N
N
this is approximately k0  ln 2 times as mu h as the new bound. In pra ti e,
k0 is the output length kh of the hash fun tion h, whi h means that when T

1

is the dominant term in an estimate of the omplexity of a redu tion, the new
approa h is more than 100 times faster than the previous method.

Let p be an integer stri tly between 0 and 1; p will be determined
later. Put  = jY j=N . The probability that at most q 1 among T elements
f (z1 ); : : : ; f (zT ) belong to Y is

Proof

q 1
X
i=0

 

 

T
X
T i
T i
T
i
 (1 )T i pi (q 1)
 (1 )
<
i
i
i=0
= (1  + p)T  p (q 1)
= exp (T ln(1 (1 p)) (q 1) ln p)
< exp ( T (1 p) + (q 1)(1=p 1)) :

The last expression is at most 2 k0 if and only if





1 k0  ln 2 q 1
:
+
 1 p
p

T (1 p) + (q 1)(1=p 1)  k0  ln 2 () T 
p
This expression is minimized for p = pk0 ln q2+1pq 1 , for whi h the right-hand
side be omes
1 p



p

p

p

p

p



k0  ln 2  ( k0  ln 2 + q 1) + q 1  ( k0  ln 2 + q 1) :

It is easily seen that T as de ned in (3) is at least equal to this quantity (namely,
the expression within the oor bra kets in (3) ex eeds this quantity with at least
1).
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9 Main result
We are now in a position to give a se urity proof for RSA-GenPSS. The proof
is basi ally the same as Coron's se urity proof [10℄ for RSA-PSS96 with some
minor adjustments. The goal is to de ne an inverter of the RSA primitive f in
terms of a forger of RSA-GenPSS. Spe i ally, a (t(k ); (k ))-inverter of f is an
algorithm with omplexity t(k ) that is able to ompute f 1 (x) with probability
(k), where x is randomly hosen from ZN and N is a k-bit modulus generated
a ording to the key generation pro edure. We say that f is (t(k ); (k ))-hard if
there is no (t(k ); (k ))-inverter.
Re all that RSA-GenPSS(Ksig , Kver ) denotes the s heme where Ksig is the
set of salt lengths that the signing ora le a epts, while Kver is the set of salt
lengths that an intended veri er will a ept. Thus the forger will have to nd
a signature with a salt length from the set Kver . Furthermore, re all that kE
denotes the length of the appended bit string E . Put

kr = minfk0 : k0 2 Ksig \ Kverg:
Note that kr is not de ned when the sets Ksig and Kver are disjoint; this ase
will be treated separately.
Let (q; l) be the probability of a ollision among q independent, uniformly
hosen bit strings of length l. It is easily seen that
(q; l) 

 

q

2 l:

2

Let qtot be de ned as in (2) in Lemma 7.1. Finally, let Tf = Tf (k ) be the time
needed to evaluate f with a modulus of length k .

Suppose that inverting RSA is (t0 ; 0 )-hard. Then for any qsig
and qhash the signature s heme RSA-GenPSS(Ksig , Kver ) is (t; qsig ; qhash ; )se ure, where
Theorem 9.1

t(k) = t0 (k)

2kE +1
1 qtot 2 kh



(k) =

1

and


p

q

kh ln 2 + qhash (k) + 2qsig (k)

(p; ; qsig )

 0 (k) + (q ; kh ) + 2 kh :
tot

2

 O(Tf (k))
(4)

Here, p is any number between 0 and 1,

(qhash + qsig ; kr ) = minf(qhash + qsig )2 kr ; 1g;
and

(p; ; qsig ) = (1 p)



p

qsig

 (1 p) + p

:

The optimal value for p is

pmax =

p

2qsig

qsig + 1 + (qsig

1)2 + 4qsig =

:

(5)
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If Ksig \ Kver = , then

(k) = 0 (k) + (qtot ; kh ) + 2 kh :

The proof is given in Appendix A. As mentioned in Se tion 6.1, the proof is
divided into two steps with a redu tion to RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed in the rst
step. For large salt values (suÆ iently large to make qsig signi antly smaller
than 1), the intuition of the proof is basi ally the same as in [3℄ (the fa tor  in
(4) will be very lose to 1 in this ase). See Se tion 10 for some estimates of 
and pmax .
For small salt values, the intuition oin ides with that in [9℄: Whenever the
inverter is to ompute w = h(Q) for some Q = '(H; r), he has to hoose
between being able to invert a value of the form y = 0kr kwkE and being able
to invert y multiplied with  (the hallenge integer for the inverter). In the rst
ase, he will be able to answer a signing query H with salt r. In the se ond
ase, he will be able to determine the inverse of  from a forgery of a signature
of the message H with the salt r. With a ertain probability depending on how
he hooses between the two possibilities above, the inverter will fail with either
of these tasks. In parti ular, for small salt values, the fa tor  in (4) will be
signi antly smaller than 1. See Se tion 10 for further dis ussion.
A few additional remarks:
 For typi al values on the parameters, the ompli ated expression in the
boundary of t an be approximated: With 2kh mu h larger than qtot and
qhash mu h larger than kh , we obtain
2
p
p
2kE +1
q
 2kE +1  (qhash + 2qsig ) :

k
ln
2
+
hash + 2qsig
h
k
1 qtot 2 h
The right-hand side is roughly the average number of attempts needed to
generate qhash +2qsig elements starting with 0 and ending with E a ording
to the method in Lemma 8.1.



As will be lear from the proof, for ea h signing or hash ora le query
(whi h takes pla e in the redu ed model), the inverter I will have to store
up to 4k bits (k is the size of the modulus). In addition, the inverter will
have to store all queries { together with orresponding responses { that do
not t into the redu ed model. If no su h query has a bit length ex eeding
4k kh , then

spa e(I )  spa e(F ) + (q

+ 2qsig )  4k bits;
where F is the forger (we ignore minor storage requirements for lo al
variables and for table setup). If however there are longer su h queries
(or, rather, if the average length of these queries ex eeds 4k kh ), then
this inequality no longer applies; we refer to Se tion 6.3 for dis ussion.
hash

10 Dis ussion
This se tion ontains a very heuristi interpretation of the results in the preeding se tion. The obje t is to give a rough estimate of the \gap" between the
forger and the inverter in Theorem 9.1.
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A reasonable de nition of the \bit omplexity" of an algorithm A with running
time t and su ess probability  is

C (A) = log2 t log2 ;
we assume that one appli ation of the trapdoor fun tion f onsumes one time
unit. Let us assume that the running time for one h-ora le query is (at least)
2 l and that log qhash l is onsiderably larger than log qsig . Also, assume that
the forger in Theorem 9.1 a tually sends as many as qhash queries to her hash
ora les and that the additional running time for the forger is negligible in terms
of the total running time. This means that the running time for the forger is
approximately the time qhash  2 l needed to make qhash hash queries. Hen e the
bit omplexity of the forger satis es

C (F )  log qhash l log :
The se ond term in the time bound in Theorem 9.1 is approximately 2kE +1 
qhash , whi h is signi antly larger than the running time for the forger. The
su ess probability of the inverter is approximately  (p; ; qsig )  . Hen e the
bit omplexity of the inverter I satis es

C (I )  kE + 1 + log qhash log  log 
Hen e the di eren e in bit omplexity between the inverter and the forger satis es

C (I ) C (F )  kE + 1 + l log :
(Note that we have ignored storage in this model, whi h might be inappropriate
in many ases.) In pra ti e, kE + 1 + l is somewhere between 15 and 20 when
the hash fun tion is SHA-1 [24℄ or SHA-256 [25℄, the modulus length is 1024,
and kE = 8; see [38℄ for performan e gures.
It remains to analyze log  ; a similar dis ussion an be found in [9℄. Put

 := qsig
It turns out that the size of  is ru ial for the behavior of p and  ; the expression
under the square root in (5) an be rewritten as
1
2

(



)2 + 4 =



1
2

( + 2

)2

4(1



) :

(6)

For example, when  is \large" (mu h larger than 1), the term 4(1
) in the
right-hand side of (6) is \negligible" ompared to ( + 2
)2 . This gives the
approximations

p  =( + 1)
and





1
+1



qsig

qsig + 1

qsig

 e :
1
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The se urity redu tion is roughly equivalent to the redu tion in Coron's Full
Domain Hash Theorem. We obtain that the gap between the forger and the
inverter is approximately

kE + 1 + u + log e + log 
bits. Clearly, if qsig doubles, then log  in reases by one. Sin e the running
time for the forger does not ne essarily in rease more than negligibly when qsig
in reases, this means that we may lose one bit of tightness in the se urity proof
ea h time qsig doubles. In parti ular, if the salt length is short, there might be
reasons to put a limit on the maximal number of appli ations of the signature
pro edure.
When  is \small", 4 is at least 4= times larger than (
side of (6), whi h gives the approximations

)2 in the left-hand

p

p 
and

  (1

p) 

qsig

qsig
qsig
 + p

 (1 p)  e

p

:

In this ase the redu tion is roughly equivalent to the redu tion in the BellareRogaway PSS theorem. When  is small, note on the one hand that adding
an extra bit to the salt does not add more than a negligible amount of se urity
(with respe t to this redu tion) and on the other hand that extra signing queries
will not be parti ularly gainful for the forger. With a small , log   0, so the
gap between the forger and the inverter is approximately kE + 1 + u bits.
As noted, for small salt values the se urity redu tion is not very eÆ ient (though
far from disastrously weak). There exist heuristi arguments giving eviden e
that the ru ial parameter  in (4) annot be signi antly improved. However,
one must not ex lude the possibility that ertain properties of the RSA fun tion
may allow for improvements in the proof.

11 RSA-PSS with message re overy
We may extend the RSA-PSS s heme to in lude message re overy. We de ne the
signature s heme RSA-GenPSS-R with input a re overable message part MR
and a nonre overable message part MNR as follows. The en oding operation
GenPSS-R-En ode takes as input a string H of length kh , the re overable
message part MR , and the desired salt length k0 hosen from a set Ksig . We
require that jMR j  kmr k0 , where kmr is a xed integer smaller than kg .

MR ; H; k0 )
r R f0; 1gk0 ;
w h('(MR ; H; r));
r g(w)  (MR kr);
Return y = 0kr kwkE .

GenPSS-R-En ode(

{
{
{
{
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' : f0; 1gkmr k0  f0; 1gkh  f0; 1gKsig[Kver ! f0; 1g

is a fun tion su h that any triple (MR ; H; r) is straightforward to extra t from
'(MR ; H; r). In pra ti e,

'(MR ; H; r) = (jMR j)64 kMR kH kr;
where (i)64 is the 64-bit low-endian representation of the integer i. is de ned
as before, ex ept that we allow any input bit length up to kmr . As before, x
should be straightforward to extra t from (x). In pra ti e,
(x) = 0kg jxj

(whi h implies that kmr = kg

1

k1kx

1 in this ase).

Note that while ea h of the strings MR and r is extra table from '(MR ; H; r),
only the on atenation of the strings an be determined from (MR kr). Yet,
the salt length is an input to the veri ation operation, whi h means that the
separate strings an be dedu ed from the on atenation.
The veri ation pro edure re overs MR from the en oded message as follows;
k0 is an integer from the set Kver.

H; y; k0 )
{ Write y = bkr kwkE ( jbj = 1, jr j = kg and jwj = kh );
{ If b = 1 or E 6= E 0 , then return \ERROR" and exit;
{ If possible, write g (w)  r = (MR ; r) with jMR j  kmr k0
and jrj = k0
else return \ERROR" and exit;
{ If h('(MR ; H; r)) = w
then return the string MR
else return \ERROR".
De ne the redu ed s heme RSA-GenPSS-R-Redu ed(Ksig ; Kver ) as follows.
The signature operation takes as input H 2 f0; 1gkh , MR 2 f0; 1gn, and a salt
length k0 2 Ksig .
GenPSS-R-Re over(

MR ; H; k0 )
{ y GenPSS-R-En ode(MR ; H; k0 );
{ x f 1 (y );
{ Return x.
The re overy operation takes H 2 f0; 1gkh , a signature x, and a salt length
k0 2 Kver and pro eeds as follows.
RSA-GenPSS-R-Redu ed-Sign(

H ,x,k0 )
{ y f (x);
{ MR GenPSS-R-Re over(H; y; k0 );
{ If no error o urred
then return MR
else return \ERROR".

RSA-GenPSS-R-Redu ed-Re over(
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The main signature and re overy operations RSA-GenPSS-R-Sign and RSAGenPSS-R-Re over take a string MNR of arbitrary length as input rather
than a string H of length kh .
RSA-GenPSS-R-Sign(MR ; MNR ; k0 )
{ H h(MNR );
{ x RSA-GenPSS-R-Redu ed-Sign(MR ; H; k0 );
{ Return x.
RSA-GenPSS-R-Re over(MNR ,x,k0 )
{ H h(MNR );
{ MR RSA-GenPSS-R-Redu ed-Re over(H; x; k0 );
{ If no error o urred
then return MR
else return \ERROR".

11.1 Se urity models for RSA-PSS with message re overy
The se urity models for RSA-GenPSS-R and RSA-GenPSS-R-Redu ed are
similar to those for RSA-GenPSS and RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed with only a
few minor adjustments:



The goal for the forger in the model for RSA-GenPSS-R is to nd a pair
(MNR ; x) su h that x is a valid signature of (MR ; MNR ) for some MR .



The goal for the forger in the model for RSA-GenPSS-R-Redu ed is
to nd a pair (MR ; H; x) su h that x is a valid signature of (MR ; H ) for
some MR .



A eptable h-ora le queries in the redu ed s heme are strings x su h that
x = '(MR ; H; r) for some jH j = kh , jrj 2 Ksig [Kver, and jMR j+jrj  kmr .

As before, we assume that the g -ora le and the h-ora le in the redu ed model
are independent.
It is straightforward to he k that Lemma 7.1 is true with GenPSS repla ed
with GenPSS-R. It turns out that the se urity bounds for RSA-GenPSS-R
be ome exa tly the same as for RSA-GenPSS:
Let notation be as in Theorem 9.1. Suppose that inverting RSA
is (t0 ; 0 )-hard. Then for any qsig and qhash the signature s heme RSA-GenPSSR(Ksig , Kver ) is (t; qsig ; qhash ; )-se ure, where

Theorem 11.1

t(k) = t0 (k)

2kE +1
1 qtot 2 kh



(k) =

1



p

q

kh ln 2 + qhash (k) + 2qsig (k)

2

 O(Tf (k))

and

If Ksig \ Kver = , then

(p; ; qsig )

 0 (k) + (q ; kh ) + 2
tot

(k) = 0 (k) + (qtot ; kh ) + 2 kh :

kh :

(7)
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Proof. The proof is almost word by word the same as the proof of Theorem 9.1; see the Appendix for notation. The ora le query algorithms are exa tly
the same, ex ept that H; Hi , and Hj should be repla ed with (M; H ); (Mi ; Hi ),
and (Mj ; Hj ) whenever appropriate. For example, we need a set R(M; H; k0 )
for ea h (M; H ) and k0 rather than a set R(H; k0 ) for ea h H and k0 . Also,
(r) must of ourse be repla ed with (M kr) in steps H7 and S8.

Remark It is important that ea h of the strings MR , H , and r an be
extra ted in a unique way from '(MR ; H; r). For example, '(MR ; H; r) =
H kMR kr would be a bad hoi e, be ause the signature of (MR ; MNR ) with salt r
would then be a signature of (MR0 ; MNR ) with salt r0 as soon as MR kr = MR0 kr0 .

12 A Rabin-Williams-based signature s heme
Let the RW signature and veri ation primitives be de ned as in Se tion 4.2.
Let GenPSS be de ned as before with the additional ondition that E must
end with the bit string 1100 (12 written in base 2). De ne the s hemes RWGenPSS-Redu ed and RW-GenPSS in the same manner as RSA-GenPSSRedu ed and RSA-GenPSS but with the RSA primitives repla ed with the
RW primitives.
Our goal is to prove a theorem similar to Theorem 9.1. In fa t, we want to relate
the hardness of forging RW-GenPSS signatures with the hardness of fa toring
the modulus. A k -bit RW modulus fa toring algorithm takes as input a k -bit
RW modulus (generated with the sele ted RW key generation algorithm) and
tries to nd the fa tors of the modulus. RW modulus fa toring is (t(k ); (k ))hard if there is no k -bit RW fa toring algorithm with omplexity at most t(k )
and su ess probability at least (k ).
LetTj +f (k ) be the time needed to he k whether a random integer x satis es
x
N = +1 plus the time needed to ompute f (x).
Theorem 12.1 Let notation be as in Theorem 9.1. Suppose that RW modulus
fa toring is (t0 ; 0 )-hard. Then for any qsig ; qhash the signature s heme RWGenPSS(Ksig , Kver ) is (t; qsig ; qhash ; )-se ure, where

t(k) = t0 (k)

1

2kE

1

qtot 2

kh 


p

q

kh ln 2 + qhash (k) + 2qsig (k)

2

 O(Tj f (k))

(note the slight improvement over Theorem 9.1 by a fa tor of 4) and

1

(k) =

(p; ; qsig )

 0 (k) + (q ; kh ) + 2 kh :
tot

If Ksig \ Kver = , then

(k) = 0 (k) + (qtot ; kh ) + 2 kh :
The proof is given in Appendix B.

+
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Remarks



Note that the se urity bounds are the same for all publi exponents e,
ex ept that the fa tor Tj +f (k ) in reases when e in reases. In parti ular,
from the point of view of this theorem, very little is gained from hoosing
a publi exponent larger than 2. There is a similar on lusion for RSAGenPSS. However, the underlying RSA problem is di erent for di erent
publi exponents and it is not known whether those problems are omputationally equivalent and how they relate to the fa toring problem; see
[5, 6℄ for dis ussion.



The RW-GenPSS-R signature s heme with message re overy is de ned
in the obvious way. One easily he ks that the se urity bounds in Theorem 12.1 hold for this s heme as well.

13 Con luding dis ussion
It is important to note that the se urity dis ussions in this paper take pla e in
the random ora le model. In parti ular, the se urity proofs annot be translated
into a se urity proof for a parti ular s heme with a xed hash fun tion, e.g.
\RSA-PSS with SHA-1." Namely, the bound on the su ess probability of the
forger is the average over \all" hash fun tions; there might be a ertain lass of
hash fun tions for whi h the forger \defeats" the inverter with large probability.
It might even be the ase that no fun tion with a reasonable des ription size
and running time is a se ure instantiation of the hash fun tion; the fra tion of
su h fun tions is negligible for ertain parameter hoi es.
Thus far, all attempts to nd se urity proofs for RSA-PSS and RW-PSS in a
\standard" model, as opposed to the random ora le model, have been in vain.
This might be due to the urrent method of translating a hosen message atta k
into an RSA inversion algorithm. As noted, this translation requires that the
inverter simulate the signature operation. With a xed hash fun tion, the only
thing the inverter an do is to generate a random salt, produ e an en oded
message via PSS and try to invert the result under RSA. There is no anoni al
way for the inverter to do this unless he a tually knows how to ompute the
inverse of arbitrary integers (whi h is what we want to prove!). With random
hash outputs, the inverter may produ e a valid signature by applying the RSA
veri ation primitive to a value x and then de ne the hash fun tion on relevant
strings su h that the en oded message onforms with the RSA veri ation of x.
As mentioned in Se tion 1.1, there exist a few s hemes [37, 12℄ with provable
se urity in a standard model as well as in a random ora le model. Yet, those
s hemes are less eÆ ient than RSA-PSS. Also, the se urity redu tions for those
s hemes are no stronger than our redu tion for RSA-PSS with zero salt length.
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A Proof of Theorem 9.1
Let F be a forger of RSA-GenPSS with a su ess probability . By Lemma 7.1,
there is a forger Fred of RSA-GenPSS-Redu ed de ned in terms of F with
at most qsig signing queries and qsig + qhash h- and g -ora le queries. Fred will be
su essful if F is su essful, unless there are h- ollisions. The probability of an
h- ollision is at most (qtot ; kh ). The probability of an h- ollision in the redu ed
s heme is (qred ; kh ), where qred  qhash + 2qsig is the a tual number of h-ora le
queries in the redu ed model made by Fred or her signing ora le. Hen e with
probability at least


00 =
1

(qtot ; kh )
(qred ; kh )

(8)
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F

red will be su essful onditioned that there are no h- ollisions in the redu ed
s heme.5 Consider a model where the h-ora le is modi ed su h that it never
responds with the same string to di erent queries. More pre isely, ea h response
is hosen uniformly at random from the set of strings of length kh that have not
been responses to earlier h-ora le queries.

We want to de ne an inverter I in terms of the forger Fred. The inverter
maintains a ounter i initially set to 0 and a set R(H; k0 ) initialized to fg for
ea h H su h that jH j = kh and k0 2 Ksig (of ourse, during the algorithm the
inverter will only store nonempty sets R(H; k0 )). The goal for the inverter is
to ompute the eth root modulo N of an integer  hosen uniformly at random
from ZN .
For ea h signing query and h-query, we store values Hi (the message hash),
ri (the salt), wi = h('(Hi ; ri )), g(wi ), and xi (the RSA signature primitive
output). For h-queries, we also store a bit bi and add ri to the set R(Hi ; jri j).
This requires up to
(jHi j + jri j + jwi j + jg (wi )j + jxi j) + (1 + jHi j + jri j)  k + 3kh + 3kg + 1 < 4k
bits of memory. For ea h g -query, we store values wi ; g (wi ), whi h o upy less
than 4k bits of memory.
Answering

h-ora

Input: A string Q

le queries

H1 In rement i. If Q is valid, Q is of the form '(Hi ; ri ), where jHi j = kh and
jri j = k0 2 Ksig [ Kver. Otherwise, return \error."
H2 If (Hi ; ri ) = (Hj ; rj ) for some j < i, then put wi = wj and go to step 8.

R(Hi ; k0 ) [ fri g.
H4 Let bi = 0 with probability pk0 and bi = 1 with probability 1 pk0 ; pk0 will

H3 Set R(Hi ; k0 )

be determined later.

bi  f (xi ) until yi an be written as 0kri kwi kE
H5 Repeat xi R ZN ; yi

(jri j = kg and jwi j = kh ) and there is no j < i su h that wj = wi .
H6 De ne h('(Hi ; ri )) = wi .
H7 Put g (wi ) = ri  (ri ).

H8 Return wi .
Answering

g-ora

Input: A string Q

le queries

G1 In rement i and put wi = Q. If jwi j 6= kh , then return \error."
G2 If wi = wj for some j < i, then return g (wj ), otherwise return g (wi ) R
f0; 1gkg .
5 Re all that g and h are independent in the redu ed s heme; hen e we may ignore hollisions indu ed by g-ora le queries.
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Answering signing queries

Input: A string Q and an integer k0

S1 In rement i and put Hi = Q. If jHi j 6= kh , then return \error." If k0 2= Ksig ,
then return \error."
S2 Let i = 0 with probability (jR(Hi ; k0 )j  2 l ) and i = 1 otherwise;  will
be determined later.

S3 If i = 0, pi k ri R R(Hi ; k0 ) and pro eed to step 4. If i = 1, pi k
ri R f0; 1gk0 n R(Hi ; k0 ) and jump to step 5.

S4 There is a j < i su h that (Hj ; rj ) = (Hi ; ri ) and the j th query was an
h-ora le query. If bj = 0, then put xi = xj and go to step 9, else abort.
S5 If (Hj ; rj ) = (Hi ; ri ) for some j < i, then the j th query was an identi al
signing query; put xi = xj and go to step 9. Otherwise, pro eed to next
step.
S6 Repeat xi ZN ; yi f (xi ) until yi an be written as 0kri kwi kE (jri j = kg
and jwi j = kh ) and there is no j < i su h that wj = wi .
R

S7 De ne h('(Hi ; ri )) = wi .
S8 Put g (wi ) = ri  (ri ).

S9 Return xi .
Analysis The rationale for the oin ip of bi in step H4 (whi h is a lever
tri k due to Coron [9℄) is as follows. With some probability, the inverter will be
for ed to sign the message Hi with salt ri , and in this ase he must know the
inverse of the string yi generated in step H5, whi h he will if bi = 0. With some
other probability, the forger will output the inverse zi of yi generated in step H5
as the forged signature, and in this ase the inverter will be able to determine
the inverse of  if bi = 1;

zi = f 1 (yi ) = xi f 1 () mod N:
Sin e the probability that the inverter aborts might be signi antly larger than
00 as de ned in (8) for small salt lengths, we have to express 0 as a produ t of
00 and a parameter rather than 00 minus a parameter. This has the following
impli ation: Under the ondition that the inverter does not abort in step S4,
all salts generated in the signing query algorithm must be independent and
uniformly distributed. However, this is not a hieved if the salt is uniformly
generated in step S2; the probability that we do not abort in ase ri 2 R(Hi ; k0 )
is pk0 , while we never abort in ase ri 2= R(Hi ; k0 ), be ause step S4 is not used.
For this reason, the probability in step S2 that a ertain element from R(Hi ; k0 )
is hosen must be 1=pk0 times larger than the probability that a ertain element
outside R(Hi ; k0 ) is hosen. This means that  has the property that

()
1 ( )
=
2k0 pk0 (1 )2k0

() () = p

k0 (1



) + 

:
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With  = jR(Hi ; k0 )j2 k0 , the probability that the inverter will not abort in
step S4 is

()pk0 + (1 ()) =

(1

p k0
:
pk0 ) + pk0

When k0 2= Kver , we an put pk0 = 1, be ause the forger is not allowed to output
a signature with salt length k0 . If k0 2 Kver , then

  minf(qhash + qsig )2 k0 ; 1g  :
For k0 2 Kver , de ne pk0 = pkr = p for some p 2 (0; 1); the optimal value for p
is given in (5). Note that
(1
for all k0 2 Ksig [ Kver .

p k0
pk0 ) + pk0

 (1 pp)

+p

:

In the end, Fred returns a forgery (H; x). Fred is de ned in terms of F , whi h
means that F returns a forgery (M; x), where H = h(M ). If the forgery is valid,
then we an write y = f (x), y = 0kr kwkE , and r = 1 (g (w)  r ); jwj = kh .
By assumption, h('(H; r)) is known, whi h means that (H; r) = (Hi ; ri ) for
some i. If (Hi ; ri ) was part of a signing query of some message M 0 , then (H; x)
is not a valid forgery for Fred . If '(Hi ; ri ) was an h-ora le query, then bi = 1
with probability 1 p, in whi h ase the inverter will be able to ompute f 1 ( ).
Hen e the probability of su ess for the inverter onditioned that there are no
h- ollisions in the redu ed model is at least
qsig
p
 00 = (p; ; qsig )  00 :
(1 p)
(1 p) + p


The e e t of abortion in S4 has been onsidered. Yet, there is still a ase
where the inverter will have to abort { the loops in steps H5 and S6 annot go
on forever. Let the set Y in Lemma 8.1 be the set of strings starting with a 0,
ending with the string E , and having a string w pre eding E that is not equal to
wj for any j < i (this means that Y be omes smaller during the algorithm, but
this does not have any impa t on the on lusions in Lemma 8.1). The probability

that a random integer from ZN belongs to Y is at least 2 kE 1  1 qtot 2 kh .
Let us allow the inverter to repeat the pro edure in steps H5 and S6
2kE +1
1 qtot 2 kh



p

p

kh ln 2 + qhash + 2qsig

2

times during the entire algorithm. By Lemma 8.1, the probability that the
inverter will have to abort is at most 2 kh (re all that the forger in the redu ed
s heme is allowed to make (qhash + qsig ) h-queries).
To summarize, the un onditional probability that the inverter will be su essful
is at least




(1 (qred ; kh ))   (p; ; qsig )  00 2 kh

(p; ; qsig )   (qtot ; kh ) 2 kh
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(2 kh an be pla ed within the parentheses, be ause the probability of a failure
in step H5 or step S6 is at most 2kh regardless of what the bi values are). This
expression attains its maximum for p as de ned in (5). See Se tion 10 some
approximations of p.
Finally, note that if Ksig \ Kver = , then we an de ne pkr = 1 if kr
and pkr = 0 if kr 2 Kver , whi h gives  (p; ; qsig ) = 1.

2K

sig



B Proof of Theorem 12.1
Put  = 2e . De ne the algorithms for answering ora le queries in exa tly the
same manner as in the proof of Theorem 9.1 in the pre eding se tion, with the
following ex eptions:

 In steps H5 and S6, we require
that xNi = +1 and xi < N=2. If we

generate an xi su h that xNi = 1, repla e xi with minf2xi mod N; N
2xi mod N g (the new xi value will be uniformly distributed among all
x < N=2 satisfying Nx = +1). An alternative method is to pi k a
random x^ and de ne xi = minfx^2 mod N; N x^2 mod N g. This method
is of ourse not relevant in ase the running time for squaring modulo N
ex eeds the running time for omputing a Ja obi symbol modulo N .



In ase bi = 1 in step H5, de ne yi = f (2xi mod N ). Note that yi = f (!i )
for some !i satisfying


and !Ni = xNi = +1.

!ie  (2xi )e (mod N )


The reason why we want xNi = +1 is two-fold:
1. We obtain that

f 1 (f (xi )) = minfxi ; N

xi g

unless bi = 1 in step H5. In parti ular, we will be able to answer signing
queries in step S4 as soon as bj = 0.
2. Suppose the forger outputs (M; x) with x = f
bi = 1. Then we know that


1

(yi ) for some i su h that

xe  (2xi )e (mod N ):




Sin e Nx = +1 and 2Nxi = N2 = 1, it is not the ase that x 
2xi (mod N ). Hen e g d(x 2xi ; N ) is equal to one of the fa tors of
N.
The proof be omes exa tly the same as the proof for Theorem 9.1, ex ept that
we nd a fa tor of N rather than the inverse of an integer  .
There is a slight improvement in the time bound by a fa tor of 4 ompared to
Theorem 9.1. For ea h generated xi in steps H5 and S6, the probability that xi
is ne is four times higher than in the RSA ase. Namely, for ea h xi , there are
four mutually ex lusive possibilities w; N w; 2w mod N; (N 2w) mod N for
yi , and ea h of the possibilities is ne with probability at least 2 kE 1 .


